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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

142 x 190 mm
24 pages
4,99 €
From 5 years old

MILAN  

FICTION Milan poussin

A brand new series for brand new readers!

This series is ideal for children who have just begun learning 
to read.

As usual, the motto is: reading for pleasure!

Key Features
• An exotic or funny story with a character who's brimming with talent!

• A book in three parts: the first to warm up (with games), the second for the plea-
sure of reading, the third to relax!

Contents

Number of titles available : 42

Allô, docteur Napapeur

Au bain, Lulu Pingouin !

Cache-cache gorille

Chat Molli et Chat Mollo

Chuuuut ! Je lis

Drôles de fantômes

Gare au loup !

Je ne veux pas déménager !

Je veux combattre le dragon !

L'arbre à frites

La carte aux deux trésors

La fée Garobosse

La maman du pirate

La pizza du loup

La potion du père Noël



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 180 mm
24 pages
4,99 €
From 5 years old

MILAN  

FICTION Milan benjamin

Milan Benjamin represents a rite of passage: from parental 
reading to semi-autonomous reading. Children discover the 
meaning of the written words; through a generous choice of 
short and highly illustrated stories.

Key Features
• A board range of literary and graphic styles: realistic fiction, imaginative adven-
tures, stories about family life, humorous tales...

• The image integrates elements of the text in the style of a comic book.

• The pedagogical aspect of the collection never stifles the pleasure of reading.

Contents

Number of titles available : 121

3 histoires pour lire et s'amuser - École

3 livres pour lire et s'amuser - Princesses

Alors, qui c'est le plus beau ?

Attention, dragon !

Au feu les dragons

Au secours, le maître est un robot !

Beurk ! Encore des légumes

Bienvenue chez le fantôme

Blanche-Neige et les huit nains

Bonne nuit, ouistitis !

Boucle d'ogre et les trois ours

Bouh ! Les amoureux

Cache-cache, cactus et canaris

Chut, monsieur dragon

Des petites bêtes à l'école



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 180 mm
40 pages
5,70 €
From 5 years old

MILAN  

FICTION Milan docs benjamin

A simple and accessible story for 5 to 8-year-olds, rich in fac-
tual information to understand a subject while improving rea-
ding skills, no stress!

Key Features
• Text and lay-out that make the information accessible to children in their first two 
years at school.

• The two parts on the book remain closely linked: a story and a non-fiction sec-
tion, both accessible to young readers, make learning enjoyable.

• Themes that guarantee success: knights, Egypt and the pyramids, prehistoric 
man, dinosaurs, firefighters...

Contents

Number of titles available : 16

Anhour, petit scribe

Au secours ! 

Cours, petit dino !

Gaspard et les drôles de machines

Julia, apprentie comédienne

Kimia, petit singe en danger

La chasseuse de mammouth

Le réveil du volcan

Le secret de Barbe-Noire

Le show de l'année

Le vrai héros des JO

Lili, justicière des mers

Pas peur du loup !

Pépin, chevalier courageux

Pépin, jeune chevalier



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
32 pages
5,90 €
From 6 years old

Castilian, Italian

BAYARD  

FICTION Tu lis, je lis

Short stories to read with two voices. The books in this series 
offers beginners the pleasure of sharing a reading experience 
with an autonomous reader.

Key Features
• Thanks to the second, autonomous reader, the author has been able to construct 
a real story

• Difficult words are explained on the flaps

• Rich illustrations to assist comprehension

• More than 108.000 copies sold

Contents

Number of titles available : 46

Allez Ninon, dis oui !

Attention, sapin magique !

Boubou est né

C'est si bon d'être grognon

Chouette, des petites bêtes !

Dépêche-toi, Milo !

Je veux des amis !

L'ami de Naoki

La baignoire aux sirènes

La dispute des Indiens

La fusée de Zoé

La pêche aux étoiles

Laisse-moi entrer, poulette !

Le cheval de Lucas

Le génie de la bouteille de lait



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
32 pages
5,90 €
From 5 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Petit à petit, je lis

My first novels to read on my own!

Short stories to be read by children at the end of the first term 
of their first year at primary school - for some, even at the end 
of nursery school.

Key Features
• The texts are adapted to children learning to read: The author worked with the 
help of primary teacher who established guidelines taking the learning process into 
account. Each story has been tested by children in their first year at school.

• Games to be sure that children have understood the story.

• Difficult words are explained on the flaps.

• Richly illustrated to assist comprehension.

Contents

Number of titles available : 15

Allez les bleues !

C'est pas juste !

Fifi et Nono ont disparu !

Gare au loup !

La folle enquête de la fée Fifolette

La fée Fifolette et le voleur de baguette

La fée Fifolette à l'école des sorciers

Le club de l'étoile

Le tour du monde de la fée Fifolette

Mystère au carnaval

Tous ensemble !

Un fantôme à l'école

Un voleur à la cantine

Une fille dans l'équipe

Vol chez les dinosaures



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
32 pages
5,90 €
From 6 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Youpi, je lis !

After 'Petit à petit, je lis', discover 'Youpi je lis!': The begin-
ning of autonomous reading. Short, simple, well-paced sto-
ries written by specialists in the apprenticeship of reading.

Key Features
• Short and engaging stories with familiar settings, plots and characters that most 
children can identify with.

• Bright and captivating illustrations to enhance the reader's comprehension and 
enjoyment of the story.

• Games to be sure that the child have understood the story.

Contents

Number of titles available : 28

Et si j'étais amoureuse ?

Et si j'étais championne de foot ?

Et si j'étais jumelle ?

Et si j'étais la maîtresse ?

Et si j'étais maman ?

Et si j'étais riche

Et si j'étais une fée ?

Et si je changeais de maman ?

Et si je n'allais pas à l'école ?

Et si je voyageais dans le passé ?

Folle enquête avec Mamie

L'ogre Gras-goulu et la princess Lilas

LUCIE CABOCHE T3

La nuit de la rentrée

La princesse et le chevalier malpoli



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

140 x 191 mm
24 pages
5,20 €
From 5 years old

MILAN  

FICTION J’écris, je lis 

The first series that lets children learn to read and write simul-
taneously, while having fun!

Key Features
• Did you know that learning to write helps children learn to read?

• In-class experience and the cognitive sciences are unanimous: by reading, child-
ren access meaning; by writing, they gain understanding.

• Each story focuses on one linguistic principle and a specific lexical domain

Contents

Number of titles available : 8

Des chansons d'amour, au secours ! 

Des mots doux pour maman

L'aspirateur à lettres

Le prince des Coups tordus

Les crocos n'aiment pas le o

Maîtresse, poil aux fesses !

Que dis-tu, le loup ?

Tom le pi… pirate !



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

48 pages
6,50 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

FICTION L'espionne
Marie-Aude Murail / Frédéric Joos

Romarine's dream is to become a spy. So she starts training at 
home with her siblings. What are they up to in their bedrooms?

Key Features
• A lovable heroine with an active imagination, a model for today's little girls.

• A funny first episode with lots to identify with: brother-sister relations, school 
marks, little secrets kept from parents…

• Illustrations from Frédéric Joos that express all the fantasy and humour of the 
story.

Contents
Romarine has a vocation: when she is older, she intends to become a spy. A happy 
coincidence – because her everyday life at present is swarming with unsolved mys-
teries. How can she convince her big sister to stop smoking, while keeping it secret 
from her parents? Who did the young girl see in her big brother Noël’s room  – 
since it isn’t his girlfriend! To find out, Romarine must use all her wiles.

Author
Marie-Aude Murail
Marie-Aude Murail lives in Orléans. She writes children’s stories 
published by Bayard , Gallimard, Nathan and L'École de Loisirs. In 
Bayard Poche: L'Oncle Giorgio, the L'espionne series, and Noël à 
tous les étages, Il était trois fois (J'aime lire).

Illustrator
Frédéric Joos
Frédéric Joos has been a freelance illustrator since 1981. He lives 
in Normandy, where he works for children’s magazines and books 
(Bayard Presse, Milan, Fleurus Presse, Nathan, Hachette, Andersen 
Press...)



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

127 x 190 mm
48 pages
6,50 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

FICTION L'espionne arrête d’espionner
Marie-Aude Murail / Frédéric Joos

A third investigation for Marie-Aude Murail's little heroine!

Key Features
• A likable heroine, full of imagination, a model for today's little girls.

• This book sold  8 000 titles in its large format.

• The 3rd tome focuses and big and small heartaches and brother/sister relation-
ships.

• Marie-Aude Murail, one of the most read children's authors with most prizes to 
her credit. Oh, boy ! (110 000 cps. sold) and Sauveur et fils (38 000 cps sold).

Illustrations signed Frédéric Joos express all the humour and fantasy of the story.

Contents
Romarine has decided to take charge of her brother and sister’s love lives. But for a 
mission like this, she’ll knows she'll need to be very subtle! Noel has two girlfriends, 
whereas Boubouillasse doesn’t have a boyfriend at all. So Romarine spies on them, 
with the best of intentions. But the siblings are not at all happy with the idea... The 
atmosphere in the home becomes explosive! Is Romarine’s career as a spy getting 
out of hand?

Author
Marie-Aude Murail
Marie-Aude Murail lives in Orléans. She writes children’s stories 
published by Bayard , Gallimard, Nathan and L'École de Loisirs. In 
Bayard Poche: L'Oncle Giorgio, the "L'Espionne" series, and Noël à 
tous les étages, Il était trois fois (J'aime lire).

Illustrator
Frédéric Joos
Frédéric Joos has been a freelance illustrator since 1981. He lives 
in Normandy, where he works for children’s magazines and books 
(Bayard Presse, Milan, Fleurus Presse, Nathan, Hachette, Andersen 
Press...)



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

48 pages
6,50 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

FICTION L'espionne fonde son club
Marie-Aude Murail / Frédéric Joos

Romarine and her spy club have chosen their first mission: to 
discover the teacher's first name!

Key Features
• A likable heroine, full of imagination, a model for today's little girls.

• Her second mission takes place in school, all about friendships, rivalries and big 
questions about the teacher!

• Illustrations signed Frédéric Joos express all the humour and fantasy of the story.

Contents
Romarine has set up a club with her five sweethearts in class, their first mission 
being to discover their schoolteacher, Madame Maillard’s first name! Romarine 
pulls out all the stops to make sure she gets it before Angelo, the new boy and her 
sworn enemy. 

Author
Marie-Aude Murail
Marie-Aude Murail lives in Orléans. She writes children’s stories 
published by Bayard , Gallimard, Nathan and L'École de Loisirs. In 
Bayard Poche: L'Oncle Giorgio, the "L'Espionne" series, and Noël 
à tous les étages, Il était trois fois (J'aime lire).

Illustrator
Frédéric Joos
Frédéric Joos has been a freelance illustrator since 1981. He lives 
in Normandy, where he works for children’s magazines and books 
(Bayard Presse, Milan, Fleurus Presse, Nathan, Hachette, Andersen 
Press...)



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
48 pages
5,50 €
From 8 years old

Brazilian, Catalan, Chinese (Sim-
plified), Estonian, Spanish (Latin 
America), Turkish, Vietnamese

BAYARD  

FICTION C'est la vie Lulu

Lulu is an average sort of girl, she has to face lots of little 
ups and downs everyday. Sometimes she gets bad marks at 
school, or feels ashamed of something she's done. A fiction 
series evoking life's upsets and big questions.

Key Features
• A heroine children can identify with, in everyday situations they know well.

• Stories that take the stress out of the problems Lulu has to deal with.

• A documentary feature establishes a link with the reader.

Contents

Number of titles available : 24

J'ai peur des mauvaises notes

J'ai peur des mauvaises notes

J'ai plein d'activités

Je déteste ranger

Je déteste être timide

Je m'ennuie

Je me dispute avec ma copine

Je me trouve nulle

Je n'aime pas lire

Je n'arrive pas à dormir

Je n'ose pas avouer mes bêtises

Je ne peux jamais faire ce que je veux

Je ne suis plus un bébé !

Je suis amoureuse

Je suis jalouse



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
144 pages
10,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Le village des monstres
Hélèna Villovitch / LUCIE DURBIANO

“Did you ever wonder what our parent’s do at night time? 
Why we have to sleep at school when our village is only a 
twenty-minute walk away?”

Key Features
• A new author in France, Hélèna Villovitch’s stories have been published by Ecole 
des Loisirs, Editions de l’Olivier and Verticales.

• Hélèna Villovitch has a gift for the unexpected and red herrings. We think we 
know where we’re going in the story – then she takes us somewhere completely 
different!

• With her own special sense of humour, she makes us think about over-protecting 
children and the fear of failure and unemployment.

Contents
Every Monday morning, Adjib (aka “Little darling”), Raoul, Bichon and the triplets - 
Elaine, Madeleine and Porcelaine – get on the mini-bus that takes them to school, 
less than 20 minutes’ walk from their village. 

Their parents take great care of them, making sure they don’t encounter any 
accidents, difficulties, dangers or fear. One evening, Bichon gets angry: he’s had 
enough of being treated like a fool. What he wants is to be told real stories, stories 
that scare you – he read some in a book belonging to his big sister that his parents 
hid in the attic. That’s when he started asking questions: Why can’t they sleep in 
their own homes when the school is nearby? For the first time in their lives, they’re 
getting ready to do something forbidden: go to the village to find out what the 
grown-ups do when the children’s backs are turned …

Author
Hélèna Villovitch
An artist with a finger in every pie, Hélèna Villovitch writes, 
paints, draws, takes photos, writes scenarios and makes films like 
“Bye Bye Tiger” with Molokino, a group of film makers. She has 
published several collections of short stories as well as a novel 
with Editions de l’Olivier, in which she meticulously explores - with 
her own brand of humour - the slightest little nooks and crannies 
of our lives, our social and cultural tics and the moments when 
our disillusions come bubbling to the surface.

Illustrator
LUCIE DURBIANO



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
128 pages
6,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Le club des apprentis samouraïs
Marine CARTERON / Philippe MASSON

Three young heroes who are crazy about martial arts have 
to find the weapons belonging to three Samurai in ancient 
Japan!

Key Features
• A new original adventure series on the theme of martial arts!

• The first season in the form of a trilogy. Three heroes, three missions. Good 
potential for a long series.

• A fertile collaboration between a French author, Marine Carteron, and a now 
famous illustrator, Philippe Masson!

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

Combats au temple Shaolin

Mystère au dojo de maître Saburo

Perdus à Paris

Plongeon dans la mer du Japon

Author
Marine CARTERON

Illustrator
Philippe MASSON



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 190 mm
144 pages
10,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Deux familles pour Lulu
Agnès LACOR

Lulu dreams of finding the ideal foster family!

Key Features
• A lovable hero who has just one dream : to find the perfect family.

• The first-person singular narration lets the readers feel what the young boy is fee-
ling : his doubts, his anxiety and fears. The author has found the right tone.

• A poignant story that treats a delicate subject with sensitivity and humour.

Contents
“The sky is green, and I hate green! It looks like that stomach-turning broccoli soup 
Mrs. Grandet makes. So you see, today’s just got to be a bad day! A woman opens 
the door, and my two eyes aren’t enough to take her in – 100 kilos!”

When Lulu, a ten-year-old boy, discovers his new foster family, he’s shattered! Their 
flat stinks of cabbage and the deco is horrific! Lulu’s already making plans to cut 
loose. Nobody can say he’s lucky. For years, he’s been shunted around from family 
to family, because his mother was too young to look after him. Yet as the days 
go by, Lulu, who was so wary at first, gives in to the kindness and warmth of Mrs. 
Fournier (and finally, even if she is fat, she’s not all that ugly!), the best cook ever, 
and her husband, Jo-Jo, is a lorry driver. Into the bargain, Lulu gets on really well 
with the other kids that live with dame Fournier, and fits into school no bother. Until 
one day, a Sunday, when his mother comes to visit him, introduces him to Joseph, 
her new boyfriend, and announces that they’re all going to live together.

Author
Agnès LACOR
Agnès Lacor, born in 1960, is the mother of two children and 
lives in Paris. She was costume designer for the cinema, and 
has worked in a film production studio in Mexico. Belfond has 
published her novels for adults. Her children’s novels are published 
by Thierry Magnier.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
320 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Dragon Park
Loïc LOCATELLI / Thomas VERDOIS

On an island in the middle of the North Sea live legendary 
creatures that attract visitors from all over the world:  dra-
gons. Welcome to Dragon Park!

Key Features
• Between Jurassic Park and Harry Potter, the author has built an incredibly rich and 
original universe inhabited by fascinating creatures.

• First book of a trilogy that skillfully blends fantasy, adventure, and everyday life.

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

L'académie Saint-Hydre

La boîte de Pandore

Illustrator
Loïc LOCATELLI
Loïc Locatelli is a young comic book author, whose works are 
published by Sarbacane and Delcourt. He is currently working in 
Japan in the animated cartoon sector.

Author
Thomas VERDOIS
For a long time, Thomas Verdois kept the graphic novel Blog 
“Excuse me teacher” (which logged roughly 300,000 hits) in which 
he recounted his experiences as a teacher in cartoon strip form. 
He also participated in the collective site 30joursdebd.com as strip 
publishing manager. In 2014, he decided to abandon the cartoon 
strip genre and embarked on a writing career with his first novel: 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
408 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Dragon Park, Tome 01 : 
L'académie Saint-Hydre
Loïc Locatelli / Thomas Verdois

On an island, in the middle of the North Sea, live legendary 
creatures that attract visitors from all over the world:  dra-
gons. Welcome to Dragon Park !

Key Features
• Between Jurassic Park and Harry Potter, the author has built an incredibly rich and 
original universe inhabited by fascinating creatures.

Contents
Our two heroes, Nino and Louison, are the children of the 2 scientists who created 
this park. Their father went missing 5 years ago and their mother has been scouring 
the world looking for him, so the two children are left to their own devices. 

Today, Dragon Park is celebrating its 10th anniversary! The main arena is packed 
to overflowing with visitors who have come to see the great dragons' parade. But 
while Louison is looping the loop on the back of her dragon, a massive explosion 
resounds throughout the park. The Crystal Volcano is being stormed by strange 
black creatures with translucent wings and devilish horns. 

Following this attack, Louison and Nino are finally told about the circumstances 
of their father’s disappearance – which turns out to be linked to the Dragon Park 
attack and the terrifying winged creatures…

Illustrator
Loïc Locatelli
Loïc Locatelli is a young comic book author, whose works are 
published by Sarbacane and Delcourt. He is currently working in 
Japan in the animated cartoon sector.

Author
Thomas Verdois
For a long time, Thomas Verdois kept the graphic novel Blog 
“Excuse me teacher” (which logged roughly 300,000 hits) in which 
he recounted his experiences as a teacher in cartoon strip form. 
He also participated in the collective site 30joursdebd.com as strip 
publishing manager. In 2014, he decided to abandon the cartoon 
strip genre and embarked on a writing career with his first novel: 
Dragon Park.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
96 pages
6,20 €
From 8 years old

Castilian, Chinese (Complex), 
Chinese (Simplified), Italian, 
Polish

BAYARD  

FICTION Les dragons de Nalsara

The first fantasy series for 8 to 12 year-old! Constructed like 
a TV serial, the plot unfolds one title after another, illustra-
ted in black and white. Each title has action, magic, mystery, 
humour and emotion, designed to please both boys and girls!

Key Features
• The author's style: Marie-Hélène Delval has been writing for younger readers for 
quite some time. The Dragons of Nalsara is written in elegant, poetic and unfussy 
langage.

• A fantasy series for girls and boys: While boys will identify with Cham, whose fate 
is to become a dragon tamer, girls will identify with Nyne, who has the power to 
communicate with sea creatures called Elusims.

Contents

Number of titles available : 23

Aux mains des sorciers

Avant que le jour se lève

Complot au palais

Dans le ventre de la montagne

Douze jours, douze nuits

L'envol du schrik

La bête des profondeurs

La citadelle noire

La colère de la stridge

La nuit des Elusims

Le danger venu de la mer

Le dragonnier maudit

Le plus vieux des dragonniers

Le pouvoir de la ténébreuse

Le secret des magiciennes



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

120 x 180 mm
96 pages
5,70 €
From 10 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Chinese 
(Simplified), German, German, 
Korean

MILAN

FICTION L'enfer au collège
Arthur TÉNOR

The story of Gaspard, an 11-year-old schoolboy who is the 
victim of bullying and decides to end the agony forever...

Key Features
• A moving novel on a topical theme in today's society: bullying at school.

• In vigorous style, the author alternates between the viewpoints of victim and bully.

• An important book for young people.

Contents
First day back at school for Gaspard.

A new school and new friends? Not really. Anthony, the class big mouth, has 
decided to make Gaspard's life a misery. Why? Just for laughs, because Gaspard 
looks like the brainy type. 

It all starts with dirty tricks, nothing too serious. Then it turns vicious, more and 
more cruel…

Author
Arthur TÉNOR
Arthur Ténor, who lives in Auvergne, has written many novels. He 
often visits schools and book fairs. An "explorer of the imaginary", 
his stories blend action, suspense, tender feelings, humour and 
fantasy. Most of his books for children are published by Grasset, 
Gallimard, Le Seuil, Plon, Nathan and Milan.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 242 mm
64 pages
10,90 €
From 8 years old

German, Hungarian, Russian

BAYARD  

FICTION L'espionne du Roi Soleil

On the death of her husband, the Marquise de Maisondieu 
finds herself alone with three children: Aliw, Clémence and 
Louis-Etienne. On the agenda: intrigues, treason and plots...

Key Features
• Thrilling, romanesque adventures full of suspense keep the reader turning the 
pages.

• Anne Petri's simple yet lively style.

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Espionne du roi Soleil

Le collier de rubis



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 205 mm
80 pages
7,90 €
From 10 years old

MILAN

FICTION Frères d'un soir
Géraldine Elschner / Olivier Latyk

A  story  that  assembles  authentic  letters  from  the  front  
lines  and  informs  readers  of  a  little-known  aspect  of  the  
Great  War:  the  truces  between  the  soldiers.

Key Features
• A low price.

• An affordable little book your friends will love to receive.

• A book to commemorate and recall WW1.

Contents
Christmas 1914. An all-too-brief moment of peace in the hell of the fighting. A hun-
dred years later, four letters recall that night when men forgot their uniforms long 
enough to celebrate Christmas... and the combat ceased. December 1914. For five 
months, the soldiers have been living in the trenches during that ‘phoney war’. On 
Christmas Eve, as though by magic, the fighting stopped. A German soldier sang 
Stille Nacht, the others joined in, until all the soldiers were celebrating Christmas 
Eve together. Through these authentic letters written by soldiers – one French, 
one German, one English and one Flemish – we relive that truce. That same night, 
when the fighting stopped, is recounted in four languages, each one describing a 
different experience but with one common, universal value: the desire for peace. 
The force of this book: each letter is reproduced in the original language, translated 
into the other languages, to stress the universal nature of the desire for peace.

Author
Géraldine Elschner
Géraldine  Elschner  was  born  in  Comines,  a  small  town  on  
the  Northern  border  that  was  reduced  to  ashes  during  WW1  
–  as  was  much  of  this  region,  where  ceme-teries  with  
endless  rows  of  white  headstones  are  now  part  of  the  
landscape.  Her  two  grandfathers  fought  here,  one  against  
the  other:  her  French  mother’s  father  against  her  German  
father’s.  Did  they  meet  on  that  Christmas  Eve?  Who  knows...?    
After  studying  German  and  French  literature,  she  became  
a  children’s  librarian.  Then  she  began  translating  books  for  
children,  before  writing  her  own  texts.  Since  then,  she  has  
written  about  forty  titles,  some  in  German,  some  in  French.  



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

153 x 185 mm
176 pages
4,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Héros de légende

This new series evokes legendary heroes, historical or fictio-
nal, in scenarios with many rich dialogues. Authentic adven-
ture novels with epic momentum hold the reader enthralled 
from the first page to the last.

Key Features
• Real adventure novels based on rigorous historical research.

• The author, Claude Merle, is a history teacher whose lively, rythmic style facilates 
reading.

• An original way to rediscover characters who left their mark on History, or our 
collective imagination.

Contents

Number of titles available : 20

Achille

Alexandre le Grand

Clovis

Cléopâtre

D'Artagnan

Hercule

Hélène

Jason

Jeanne d'Arc

Jules César

Lancelot

Le roi Arthur

Merlin

Perceval

Richard Cœur de Lion



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 190 mm
176 pages
6,50 €
From 10 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Turkish

BAYARD

FICTION Noé
Claire CLÉMENT

A novel about a boy who learn to smile again after the loss of 
his mother...

Key Features
• Appealing characters that draw the reader into their story.

• A difficult theme to present to a child : the loss of a loved ones.

• A sensitive writing style, tender and full of hope.

• Noé recieved the Prix Chronos in 2009.

Contents
When his mother dies, Noah is looked after by his paternal grandparents who live 
on the Nanty, a barge. This new universe enchants Noah, but he misses his mother. 
Fortunately there’s Homer, a duck, he can talk to when he feels sad, and Gaëlle… 
Little by little, he learns to smile again, to have fun and who knows… he may even 
become reconciled with one person he hasn’t heard from in a long time: his father.

Author
Claire CLÉMENT
Claire Clément-Géry was born in Paris. Her mother - a librarian 
- and her father, a born story-teller, gave her the love of reading 
and writing when she was very young. She is a feature editor with 
Bayard’s J’aime lire Max magazine and the  author of the series 
Essie, Noé, Loulette, La Petite Caillotte, Sami, Goliath, Oscar, 
Ousmane et les autres… She has received many literary prizes for 
her novels.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

127 x 190 mm
48 pages
6,50 €
From 8 years old

Chinese (Simplified)

BAYARD  

FICTION J'aime lire 

Stories read by children since 1977. First paperback novels. 
With J'aime lire, children simply devour the first stories they 
read alone. The finest authors of children's literature. A variety 
of genres, from humour to thrillers, adventures or tales

Key Features
• 14 millon copies sold since 1998.

• Reknown and talented authors and illustrators.

• Recommended by the Ministry of National Education.

Contents

Number of titles available : 128

Alerte : poule en panne !

Allô, héros super ?

Attention, fragile !

B3 le robot qu'il vous faut

C'est dur d'être un vampire

C'est dur d'être un vampire

C'est la vie Julie !

Cendorine et les dragons

Cher Max

Chouquette et la guerre mondiale entre les bons et les méchants

Chouquette et le chat le plus méchant du monde

Chouquette, ma chienne super chouette

Chouquette, à fond dans la course !

Copain !

Coup de théâtre à l'école



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
48 pages
5,30 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Thierry, le ver de terre

Thierry the Earthworm! It is a very special new detective trying 
to solve most delicate enquiries.

Key Features
• An unexpected, funny and mischievious new character of fiction!

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

Complot à l'école Ninja

Thierry contre les kidnappeurs

Thierry et le gang de la plage

Thierry président !



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
80 pages
5,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Jo, champion de foot
Sylvain Zorzin

Johan, 10, has only one dream: to become a champion foot-
baller. When he moves to a new town he makes up his mind 
to make his passion reality!

Key Features
• A likable young hero.

• Sylvain Zorzin, an up-and-coming young author who is also an editor specialized 
in football.

• A familiar universe and universal themes: overcoming one's fears, living one's 
dreams, drawing strength from the team spirit.

Contents

Number of titles available : 5

Bienvenue au Club !

Les filles contre-attaquent

Tous au stade de France !

Un rêve menacé

Une nouvelle vie

Author
Sylvain Zorzin



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

140 x 205 mm
112 pages
4,50 €
From 8 years old

MILAN  

FICTION Milan junior

Short stories to inspire young readers to build their own inter-
pretations and to talk about simple happiness !

Key Features
• Two authors with a great success.

• An essential emotional stimulus.

Contents

Number of titles available : 9

C'est bien

C'est toujours bien

Encore des histoires pressées

Histoires pressées

Nouvelles histoires pressées

Peintures pressées

Pressé pas si pressé

Pressé pressée

Tous pressés



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 180 mm
40 pages
5,50 €
From 8 years old

MILAN  

FICTION Milan cadet

Milan Cadet means top priority to the harmonious blending of 
text and image. Children can enjoy more ambitious, flowing 
story: our illustrated narratives are an intense meeting point of 
the author and the illustrator's talent.

Key Features
• A gentle transition in children's reading hability.

• Complementarity of narrative and illustrations.

• Longer texts of high editorial quality.

• Themes closed to the children's concerns.

Contents

Number of titles available : 64

Alice et l'écrivain maudit

Amanda chocolat

Arnaque à Central Park

Basile contre les Têtes-en-fer

Basile et le secret de l'abbaye

Bienvenue chez le vampire

C'est quoi ton prénom ?

Danger : enfants sages !

Des vacances trop bizarres

Des étoiles dans le cœur

Encore des histoires minute

Enquête au poney club

Fonce Oscar, fonce

Histoires minute

J'aime / Je déteste le français



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm

6,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Je bouquine

Quality literature for readers from the age of 8.

Key Features
• Reknown and talented authors.

• A variety of genres, from humour to thrillers, from adventures to tales...

Contents

Number of titles available : 19

35 kilos d'espoir

Case mensonge

D'amour et de sang

La magnifique

Le destin de Linus Hoppe

Le roi du jazz

Le temps des miracles

Les chats

Les larmes de l'assassin

Ma vie d'artiste

Mon amie Anne Frank

Noé

Reste avec moi

Rêves amers

Samia la rebelle



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

120 x 180 mm
142 pages
5,90 €
From 10 years old

MILAN

FICTION Clones en stock (NE)
Pascale Maret

The story of Quatre Bleu, who discovers he is a clone created 
for spare organs, just in case.

Key Features
• Cloning

• Organ donation

• Bioethics/new medicine

• Science Fiction

Contents
Quatre Bleu has always lived a contented, peaceful life in the Well-Being Domaine. 
Until the day he discovers he’s a clone - intended to provide organs, should the 
need arise. To avoid being sacrificed, he decides to run away. 

From one day to the next, he finds himself facing the outside world.

Author
Pascale Maret
Pascale Maret was born in 1957. She is a teacher of modern 
literature and holder of the agrégation. She has lived and worked 
in several African, Asian and Latin American countries and now 
teaches at the University of Caracas in Venezuela. In 2001, Clone 
en stock, her first book, received the Goya prize. She is married 
and has adopted three children: two African girls and an Indian 
boy.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

140 x 200 mm
224 pages
11,50 €
From 11 years old

Italian

MILAN

FICTION Métal mélodie
Maryvonne Rippert / Bruno Douin

16 years-old Luce is a rebel. Her life as a teenage Goth is 
shattered when her mother goes off on a journey leaving her 
alone wih her responsibilities.

Key Features
• Amoving novel about the complexity of mother-daughter relations.

• An original coming-of-age novel with strong characters, very much of today’s 
world.

• The reader follows Luce’s slow transformation, through her way of thinking, her 
attitudes, her clothes.

• A story is firmly rooted in reality with its observation of the impact of sickness on 
a family.

Contents
One evening just like any other, Luce is surprised when she comes home to find 
the house empty. There have been no quarrels, no yelling matches, no punish-
ments: just a letter in which Inès, her journalist mother, explains that she’s going 
away to do a three-month report in Australia. At first Luce takes advantage of this 
unhoped-for tranquillity, but she soon realizes that something’s wrong: there’s 
almost no word from Inès and her mails are terse. The girl starts asking around her 
mother’s friends. As her investigation progresses, she discovers many secrets. Inès 
wasn’t always the demure, brilliant journalist she is now: an abandoned child, for-
mer hard rocker, for a long time she dipped into drugs. Clue after clue, Luce finds 
out where her mother is, near Granada, in Andalusia. That’s when Inès tells her the 
truth about why she left. Firstly, because she had to get treatment for an illness. But 
also because Inès wanted to guide her daughter from a distance, towards the truth 
about her own life. So that she wouldn’t make the same mistakes, and be able to 
find herself at last.

Author
Maryvonne Rippert
Archivist  for  a  big  Parisian  weekly  for  many  years,  Maryvonne  
Rippert  now  lives  near  Lyon  where  she  devotes  her  time  
to  writing  for  young  readers  and  crime  novels.  Differences,  
initiation  to  freedom,  and  separation  are  her  favourite  the-
mes.  She  has  written  for  Milan’s  Blue  Cerises  series  and  
created  the  character  Zik.

Illustrator
Bruno Douin



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Le mystère de la nuit des pierres
Évelyne Brisou-Pellen

The story of Netra, a hunchback cild taken in by magician 
who sends him to look for a precious spell book in Brittany, a 
land as distrubing as it is fascinating.

Key Features
• One of Evelyne Brisou-Pellen's first big successes (more than 80,000 copies sold), 
out of print since 2008.

• A brillant tale, mixing Breton traditional fantasy, magical and mysterious universe.

• A magnificent novel of initiation.

Contents
His name means ‘nothing’. Abandoned by his mother, for many years Netra 
thinks he’s the son of the dog that saved his life. At the age of ten, he’s taken in 
by Neposus, an old magician who lives in an isolated spot, a valley covered in 
mist. There, Netra leads a quiet life until one day the magician is obliged to give 
him a dangerous mission: he has to find and bring back Antaerus, a precious spell 
book, before the wizard Falcosi gets his hands on it. Netra must go down from the 
mountain and wander through Brittany, through lands haunted by korrigans, wolf 
leaders and fairies…

A magnificent novel of initiation, set in the heart of magical, fascinating Brittany.

Author
Évelyne Brisou-Pellen
Évelyne Brisou-Pellen lives in Rennes. After studying contemporary 
literature, she soon began writing tales and novels for children. 
Her books have been published by Pocket Jeunesse, Nathan, 
Gallimard, Rageot, Hachette and many more. She has received 
numerous awards, including the Grand Prix du livre pour la 
jeunesse.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
288 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Nils et le terrible secret
Claire CLÉMENT

When she flees to Lapland to escape a life she despised, 
Alice meets a young boy who bears a strange resemblance to 
her dead son…

Key Features
• A plunge into the heart of Lapland : for those who feel like a change of scene!

• Claire Clément's unique style guarantees a faithful and original treatment of immi-
gration.

Contents
Alice is a Frenchwoman who lives in Finland with her dog, Pagnol. When her house 
burned down, she lost her only son at the age of two. When his birthday comes 
around every year, she makes a sculpture of his head, imagining what he would 
look like a year older. But when her dog destroys the sculptures, she follows a sud-
den urge to depart, and travels to Lapland. 

There she meets Nils, a 10 year-old boy who bears a strange resemblance to the 
last sculpture she did of her son. She tries to befriend him but Nils belongs to the 
Sami people. They live apart from others - in self-sufficiency – obeying their own 
laws and customs. Consequently, they consider Alice as an intruder and strive to 
get rid of her…

Author
Claire CLÉMENT
Claire Clément-Géry was born in Paris. Her mother - a librarian 
- and her father, a born story-teller, gave her the love of reading 
and writing when she was very young. She is a feature editor with 
Bayard’s J’aime lire Max magazine and the  author of the series 
Essie, Noé, Loulette, La Petite Caillotte, Sami, Goliath, Oscar, 
Ousmane et les autres… She has received many literary prizes for 
her novels.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
150 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

Hungarian, Korean

BAYARD

FICTION Nos cœurs tordus
Séverine VIDAL / Manu CAUSSE

Handicapped since birth, Vlad doesn’t walk like other boys. 
His passion? Films. His sweetheart? Lou. She loves his kin-
dness and his sense of humour. But she already has a cute 
boyfriend, Morgan...

Key Features
• Fresh, poetic and funny, this novel treats the subject of handicap without trying 
make the reader fell guilt. But above all, it's an adorable love story.

Contents
A new boy at college, Vladimir - Vlad for short - has problems walking : his knees 
knock together so he looks like broken puppet... Handicapped since birth, he's also 
witty, crazy about the cinema, sensitive, generous and frank. Lou finds him very 
charming... and Vlad falls in love with her. But Lou is going out with a good-looker 
called Morgan...

Author
Séverine VIDAL
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies, 
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the 
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's 
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for 
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture 
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.

Author
Manu CAUSSE
Manu Causse is anthor from Aveyron who now lives in Toulouse. 
He mostly writes collections of short stories, plays, French and 
bilingual novels (English) for Editions Talents Hauts.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
300 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD

FICTION New York avec toi
Séverine VIDAL / MANU CAUSSE

At last, the follow-up to Coeurs Tordus! Vlad and his friends in 
the ULIS class in New York!

Key Features
• A follow-up keenly awaited by teachers, librarians and readers.

• We are reunited with the irresistible characters of Tome 1.

• An unforgettable experience in the town of all passions: New York.

• Will Lou and Vlad’s love story stand up to the test of the journey?

Contents
Vlad and his friend Saïd won a trip to NY thanks to the short film they made. But 
they cannot imagine making the trip without their friends from Georges-Brassens 
college: they have fifteen days to find the money to finance the trip! So, they 
decide to organize a crowdfunding campaign… but that doesn’t work. On the eve 
of their departure, a generous donator gives them the money they need! They all 
take off for New York and an unforgettable trip… They visit the city, get lost, find 
each other again, set up a plan that ends up in utter confusion, but above all they 
talk, fall in love, and argue...

Author
Séverine VIDAL
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies, 
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the 
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's 
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for 
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture 
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.

Author
MANU CAUSSE
Manu Causse is anthor from Aveyron who now lives in Toulouse. 
He mostly writes collections of short stories, plays, French and 
bilingual novels (English) for Editions Talents Hauts.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
112 pages
5,20 €
From 8 years old

German

BAYARD  

FICTION Opération sauvetage

The year is 2100. Noa and Lisa have decided to take care 
of the planet. Thanks to their "bionautic suits" they have the 
power to change themselves into an animal or a vegetable.

Key Features
• A new passion series of three titles yearly for kids from 8 up.

• The theme is the protection of animals and nature.

• A series constantly seasonned with humor.

• One out of two stories is told by Noa or Lisa, to appeal to both boys and girls.

Contents

Number of titles available : 10

Alerte : loutre blessée !

Au secours des ours !

Dauphins en péril

La colère du tigre

La marche des éléphants

La traque des loups

Le chant des baleines

Mystère chez les empereurs

Panique chez les orangs-outans

Sauvons les koalas !



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 242 mm
64 pages
10,90 €
From 8 years old

English (US)

BAYARD  

FICTION Les orangers de Versailles

Welcome to the universe of the Château de Versailles, in 
the time of Louis XIV! On the agenda: intrigues, treason and 
plots... with the heart-stopping adventures of Marion, Alix and 
Domenico.

Key Features
• A fascinating universe portrayed in such a way as to include historical elements. 
An authentic plunge into the time of Louis XIV.

• Thrilling, romanesque adventures full of suspense keep the reader turning the 
pages.

• Annie Petri, an author passionately interested in that epoch, bring us stories blen-
ding history and romance with style and elegance.

• A period of French history famous all over the world: the Château de Versailles 
receives 3 million visitors each year, and 7 million visit its park.

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Les orangers de Versailles

Parfum de meurtre



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 205 mm
96 pages
9,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Encore + d'histoires, Tome 01 : 
Paroles de baskets (et autres 
objets bavards)
Bernard Friot / Charlotte Fréreau

One thing is sure – in this book, everyday objects will surprise 
you, amuse you, and even move you. Making you doubt rea-
lity, they also unveil a hidden poetry on your own doorstep.

Key Features
• An original concept for stories that are funny or moving, poetic or disturbing.

• A novel that inspires children to write : in the prologue, Bernard Friot reveals some 
of his author's secrets.

• When they reach the last page, children will have the keys to invent their own 
stories about objects !

Contents
If objects could speak, what would they say?

In 20 skillfully told short stories, Bernard Friot imagines a boy called Enzo, whose 
belongings start talking to him.  His trainers, his front door, his pillow are suddenly 
transformed into tireless blabbermouths. At home, at school or in the street, he’s 
obliged to answer these objects that turn out to be real nosy parkers…

Author
Bernard Friot
Bernard Friot was born in 1951. He was first a French teacher, 
specialized in reading habits of children and teenagers. Then, he 
was the French correspondent in 1998 and is now the author of 
many titles published by Milan, La Martinière Jeunesse... He also 
translates German children's literature into French.

Illustrator
Charlotte Fréreau



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

120 x 180 mm
116 pages
7,50 €
From 10 years old

Italian

MILAN

FICTION Histoires pressées, Tome 07 : 
Peintures pressées
Bernard Friot

The best of Bernard Friot in thirty stories inspired mostly by 
well-known paintings or artists, as well as a few surprises.

Key Features
• One paintng and a freely inspired story, that's the recipe for this book.

• The artworks revealed by the stories will never be forgotten.

• This guided visit to an imaginary gallery is poetic, droll, sardonic, horrific and 
modern in turn.

Contents
Texts that strike a chord with youngsters: poems, stories, plays, correspondence, 
diaries… Here, the literary genres on the school curriculum are placed against a 
background of artworks. Paintings to discover – particularly useful when art lessons 
are compulsory in secondary education.

A superb selection including Klee, Arcimboldo, Ghirlandaio, Tàpies, Munch, Freud, 
Picasso, Renoir, Modigliani, Kosuth, Da Vinci, Chagall, Schiele, Hals, Miró, Friedrich…

Author
Bernard Friot
Bernard Friot was born in 1951. He was first a French teacher, 
specialized in reading habits of children and teenagers. Then, he 
was the French correspondent in 1998 and is now the author of 
many titles published by Milan, La Martinière Jeunesse... He also 
translates German children's literature into French.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
48 pages
5,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Les romans doc Histoire

Anew fiction series to introduce the most important moments 
of our History.

Key Features
• A new series and a new approach to history based on three strong axes: emo-
tions, identification and reflection.

• A simple presentation with easy-to-access information.

• Illustrations that complement the narrative and the non-fiction pages.

• A selection ideally suited to young readers about to leave primary school (cycle3).

Contents

Number of titles available : 19

La véritable histoire d'Angela, qui manifesta au côté de Martin Luther King

La véritable histoire de Bao-De, jeune Chinois sur la Route de la Soie

La véritable histoire de Bartholomé, bâtisseur de cathédrales

La véritable histoire de Diego, le jeune mousse de Christophe Colomb

La véritable histoire de Jean-Corentin Carré, jeune soldat de la Première Guerre 
mondiale

La véritable histoire de Jules, jeune tambour dans l'armée de Napoléon - NE -

La véritable histoire de Livia, qui vécut les dernières heures de Pompéi - NE -

La véritable histoire de Léon, qui vécut la libération de Paris

La véritable histoire de Magda, témoin de la chute du mur de Berlin

La véritable histoire de Marcel, soldat pendant la Première Guerre mondiale

La véritable histoire de Neferet, la petite Égyptienne qui sauva le trésor du pharaon

La véritable histoire de Paulin, le petit paysan qui rêvait d'être chevalier

La véritable histoire de Pauline, petite paysanne à l'école de Jules Ferry

La véritable histoire de Pierrot, serviteur à la cour de Louis XIV - NE -

La véritable histoire de Sandro, apprenti de Léonard de Vinci - NE -



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
48 pages
6,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Les romans doc Mythologie

Mythological stories in 5 highly-illustrated chapters : 1 double-
page on a similar, lesser-known myth + 5 pages of facts to 
present the civilisation where the was born.

Key Features
• Mythology: a marvellous universe that fascinates children and contributes to their 
construction.

• An original bonus: zoom on similar myth from another country. An ideal way to 
approach lesser-known ancient civilisations in the North, Africa or Middle East...

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

La fabuleuse histoire de Jason et la Toison d'or

La fabuleuse histoire de Seth et Osiris

La fabuleuse histoire de Thésée et le minotaure

La fabuleuse histoire de Ulysse et le cheval de Troie



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
48 pages
6,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Les romans doc Science

A new series to discover the greatest scientists who revolutio-
nized the history of science and humanity !

Key Features
• Each book presents the great episodes in the life of a famous figure in science.

• Biographies children can enjoy.

• An original approach and an original way to discover science and history in the 
form of fiction.

• A competitive price.

Contents

Number of titles available : 5

L'incroyable destin d'Hubert Reeves, conteur de l'Univers

L'incroyable destin de Charles Darwin et la théorie de l'évolution

L'incroyable destin de Dian Fossey, une vie à étudier les gorilles

L'incroyable destin de Marie Curie, qui découvrit la radioactivité

L'incroyable destin de Thomas Pesquet, spationaute



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 190 mm
48 pages
6,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

FICTION L'incroyable destin de 
Marie Curie, qui découvrit la 
radioactivité
Pascale Hédelin / Capucine

The life of a great lady of science, first woman winner of the 
Nobel Prize and the only woman who has received two prizes.

Key Features
• Marie Curie: a world famous name well-known to the general public for her 
scientific discoveries and her role in the emancipation of women at the beginning 
of the 20th century.

• An exceptional scientist, her work on radioactivity has saved millions of human 
lives.

• An essential figure of scientific research chosen to launch this new series devoted 
to science.

Contents
Maria Skłodowska was born in Poland 150 years ago. An excellent pupil, she was 
very young when she felt a vocation to put her life at the service of science, but 
scientific studies were not available to young girls in the Russian Empire. She had to 
wait till she was 25 to come and study physics at the science faculty in Paris, where 
she met another student and married him, Pierre Curie. In 1897, she began working 
on her doctoral thesis, on uranium rays. Soon, Pierre joined her research. In 1903, 
they received the Nobel Physics prize together. In 1906, Pierre died in an accident. 
Supported by his family, Marie became the first woman in France to direct a uni-
versity laboratory, then the first woman professor at the Sorbonne. In 1911, she 
received the Nobel Chemistry prize for her research on radium and polonium. 

In 1914, the Institut du radium opened, devoted to medical research against can-
cer and radiotherapy treatments. Marie directed the physics and chemistry lab. 
But WW1 interrupted her research; she went to the front line to make X-rays. In 
November 1918, Marie was finally able to take up her post at the Institut du radium. 
But by now, she was suffering from excessive exposition to radioactive elements. 
She died of leukaemia in 1934.

Author
Pascale Hédelin
Pascale Hédelin, who lives in Toulouse, has worked for Milan 
Presse for many years. She has also written novels: Le mystère 
de Toutankhamon, L'abominable homme des neiges (Énigmes de 
l'histoire) and Le Secret de Farida for Bayard, as well as plays and 
non-fiction for Milan.

Illustrator
Capucine
Capucine lives in Paris. A graduate of the EPSAA, she began her 
career as a graphic designer before becoming an illustrator, 
essentially for comic books. She is published mostly by Delcourt 
et Dupuis.
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BAYARD

FICTION L'incroyable destin d'Hubert 
Reeves, conteur de l'Univers
Hervé Duphot / Estelle Vidard

Famous astrophysicist, he enthuses about his passion for the 
universe and his love of nature.

Key Features
• Hubert Reeves: One of France's most popular personalities, a household name.

• The Infinity of the Universe: a scientific theme that's infused with poetry.

• Very few books for children on this scientist.

Contents
As a child, Hubert Reeves loved to look up at the summer sky in Quebec and watch 
the stars. He was a top pupil in maths, so at the age of 18 he decided to become an 
astronomer. After his studies, he taught at a university and became a researcher at 
the NASA. Then he arrived in Europe where, after years of research, he discovered 
how cosmic rays formed atoms of lithium, beryllium and boron. In the 1970s, on 
holiday in the south of France, he shared his knowledge of astronomy with other 
holiday makers at nightfall: that’s when his career as a “science populizer” began!

Illustrator
Hervé Duphot
A graduate in visual communication, Hervé Duphot began his 
career in advertising as a graphic designer before devoting 
himself to children’s illustration (Bayard, Nathan, Hatier, Fleurus) 
and graphic novels (Delcourt, Glénat). Since 2001, he has been 
dividing his time between teaching graphic design and his work as 
a freelance illustrator. He lives in Paris.

Author
Estelle Vidard
Estelle Vidard is deputy editor-in-chief of a regionalist children’s 
magazine Normandie Junior, and also editorial coordinator in a 
children’s publishing house, Editions La Petite Boîte. She regularly 
works with Bayard Presse as a children’s editor and has written 
several titles in the “Romans Images Doc” series.
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Chinese (Simplified), English 
(World), Italian, Korean

BAYARD  

FICTION La mythologie grecque en cent 
épisodes

Returning to the oral tradition of the earliest storytelling, these 
mythological tales can be read aloud, shared with the family 
or in the classroom. Written to be accessible to all, they pro-
pose fabulous answers to the questions that everyone aks.

Key Features
• A book that encourages readers to take pleasure in discovering and rediscovering 
Greek mythology.

• The text, written and structured to be read aloud in the classroom or at home, 
revives the oral tradition specific to myths.

• Divided into episodes to create an effect of constant suspense.

• Sebastien Tibault's illustrations sublimate the force of emotions in each episode, 
leaving plenty of leeway for symbolic interpretation.

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

Le feuilleton d'Artémis

Le feuilleton d'Hermès

Le feuilleton d'Ulysse

Le feuilleton de Thésée
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MILAN

FICTION Histoires pressées, Tome 06 : 
Tous pressés
Bernard Friot / Martin Jarrie

What is "Tous pressés" ?

It's the last opus of "Histoires pressées", stories "in a hurry".

Key Features
• The short story genre is ideal for early readers.

• With this concluding volume, the author wanted to adress his entire public.

Contents
Why in a hurry?

Because they are short stories.

For young children only?

No, for everyone, little or big, children and parents, schoolteachers, redheads, 
opera singers, you name it!

The texts have grown up along with the readers, and this volume speaks to all of 
them.

Author
Bernard Friot
Bernard Friot was born in 1951. He was first a French teacher, 
specialized in reading habits of children and teenagers. Then, he 
was the French correspondent in 1998 and is now the author of 
many titles published by Milan, La Martinière Jeunesse... He also 
translates German children's literature into French.

Illustrator
Martin Jarrie
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BAYARD  

FICTION Les traqueurs de cauchemars
Marie-Hélène Delval

Four friends discover how to enter into nightmares to rescue 
their fiends… A new scary series by Marie-Hélène Delval !

Key Features
• A really scary atmosphere: a nightmare forest where branches look like claws, 
where sounds are like a thousand angry voices…

• Four friends discover how to enter into nightmares... The Famous Five in a 
Goosebumps atmosphere.

• A series from Marie-Hélène Delval, author of Dragons de Nalsara (500 000 copies 
sold since 2003), translator of The Spook Books, Eragon…

Contents

Number of titles available : 5

L'œil de la bête

La forêt qui chuchote

Le jardin abandonné

Les oiseaux de feu

Les sans-visage

Author
Marie-Hélène Delval
Marie-Hélène Delval lives in Paris. She authored "Chats," which 
was selected for the National Education Authority list, and the first 
fantasy series for the very young: "Les dragons de Nalsara." She 
also translates several series from English: Joseph Delaney's "The 
Spook's Books," Mary Pope Osborne's "The Magic Tree House," 
as well as Christopher Paolini's "Eldest" and "Inheritance." She 
authored: "Psaumes pour les tout-petits," "Dieu, c’est qui ? (Le 
chemin des petits)," "Les visages de Dieu," "La Bible pour les tout-
petits," "Les belles histoires de la Bible."
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MILAN

FICTION Un été de poésie, d'amour et de 
vie
Bernard Friot / Olivier Balez

A summer filled with poetry, love and life. A first love is born 
in a poetry workshop. 

A novel from Bernard Friot, already published in Italy where it 
was a great success.

Key Features
• A holiday atmosphere and the pangs of a first love

• Everyday activity in a poetry workshop, to hear and understand that poetry is for 
everyone

• One chapter describes the poetry workshop, the next tells the story of Marion and 
Kevin. The first can be read in class and the second at home, and so on, till the end 
of the book. Strong potential in a teaching situation.

Contents
Kev and Marion, both 13, meet in the poetry workshop organized during the sum-
mer holidays in the multimedia library of a village in the east of France. They already 
know each other by sight; she lives here all the year round and he comes from a 
neighbouring town during the holidays. Marion comes to the workshop with a 
negative attitude: she didn’t decide to join this activity and she has no desire to 
spend her holiday writing poems. As for Kev, he’s there because his leg is in plas-
ter. But the coach is good at the job and soon, all the children are passionately 
interested in writing poems.

Two simultaneous stories make up one novel: the workshop from day to day, and, 
between the poetry sessions, the story of Kev and Marion as they fall in love.

Author
Bernard Friot

Illustrator
Olivier Balez
After studying graphics at the Ecole Estienne, Olivier Balez went 
to the National College of Art and Design in Dublin. Between two 
trips, he spent time at the Parisian studio “Les Dents de la poule” 
(Frédéric Bénaglia, Guillaume Leynaert, Laurent Richard…). They 
all work on different projects for children. With Florence Décamp, 
he published: J’aime la BD, a comic book; Le Cycle du nautili, an 
exploration of little-known places in the Pacific (Bayard). Today, 
he works with Éric Corbeyran. Finally, with Laurent Richard, he 
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BAYARD

FICTION Comme un frère
Françoise Jay

Gaspard and Lorenzo meet in a hospital ward at a difficult 
time in their lives. It's also an opportunity for the two boys to 
make a new start...

Key Features
• A poignant novel, with convincing, likeable characters.

• Sensitive, delicate treatment.

• An original construction device; SMS, emails, diary...

• Profound optimism emanates from the story of two boys who provide mutual 
support as they grow into adults.

Contents
When Leon and Gaspard, 18 and 19, share a hospital ward, a fraternal bond is 
forged between them. They are both survivors: one of a motorbike accident, the 
other of a suicide attempet.

In hospital, a real friendship forms between the two teenagers. 

During their conversations and shared confessions, they are building their future 
lives, making choices for the young men they will become.

One comes from a large Italian family, warm and affectionate; the other from a 
bourgeois background, whose rigidity weighs heavily on him.

Author
Françoise Jay
Françoise JAY has written novels, especially for Casterman, 
Grasset, Plon.. Her tales are published in picture book format by 
Gallimard, Magnard, Gautier-Languereau. She is also a scenarist.
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BAYARD

FICTION De nos propres ailes
KINGA WYRZYKOWSKA

When you are 15 the force of friendship is only equalled by 
the power of revolt.

Key Features
• An initiatory novel that reads like a thriller.

• A breath of fresh air and rebellion. Narrated by a choir of voices, each protagonist 
has their say.

Contents
The volleyball team of Saint-Exupery high school have just made their dream come 
true: they have won the France Heaven Cup and qualified to play in the internatio-
nal final at La Désirade! The girls had been training for five years to win that cup. 
They are six inseparable friends... and Gladys, who has just arrived in the team as 
substitute, and hasn’t managed to fit into the group. One of the girls, Tina, is injured 
to the great distress of the rest of the team, because that means that Gladys will 
replace Tina for the trip, which they find very unfair. The girls decide to pool toge-
ther and pay for Tina to come along, injured or not. The money doesn’t bring out 
the best in everyone, it even disappears...So who took it, and why?

Author
KINGA WYRZYKOWSKA
After studying French, acting, training door-to-door salespeople, 
interviewer, dramatist and documentary she had a variety of 
different occupations: translating, teaching, selling shoes, maker. 
And all the time, in the secrecy of her computer, she was storing 
up Word files full of anecdotes,  ideas for stories and outlines 
for short stories. It was one of those, about Tomek and his dead 
brother, that inspired her to write her first novel, Memor, le monde 
d’après.
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BAYARD

FICTION L'effet Pygmalion
Christophe Lambert

A teenage expert in artificial intelligence and an old scientist 
team up to create an android so perfect no one can tell if it's 
human or not. Together, they create Eva.

Key Features
• A fascinating focus on AI, treating notions such as free will and freedom through 
the bonds between robots and humans.

• A sci-fi novel at the crossroads of "Pygmalion" and "My Fair Lady."

• Latest novel from Christophe Lambert, author of Swing à Berlin, which received 
the Chronos and NRP prizes, and Lever de rideau sur Terezin, selected for the 28th 
Prix des Incorruptibles.

Contents
Ned, 16, a proud little genius with fragile bones, has been obliged to wear an exos-
keleton since he was a child. 

His domain: artificial intelligence. 

Lawrie, 50, creator of technical innovation at the height of his art, grumpy and anti-
social, lives shut up in his den. 

His speciality: robots. 

After challenging all the researchers at a conference on the evolution of robots, 
Ned succeeds in convincing Lawrie to work with him to create a humanoid as per-
fect as a real human being. The two men have one year to complete their project. 
They lock themselves up in Lawrie’s lab and after one month’s work, they perfect 
Eva, a humanoid of 16 who strongly resembles Audrey Hepburn. Eva is lively, witty, 
funny and makes friends easily at Ned’s school. The date of the annual conference 
is drawing near, and obviously Ned has succeeded, but he finds it more and more 
difficult to define what Eva means to him... 

He knows that showing Eva to the world will make her a circus freak, hunted and 
gaped at by all the world’s scientists. Will Ned place his desire for recognition 
before his feelings? Will love be stronger than science? Author

Christophe Lambert
Christophe Lambert, fascinated by the cinema, has made several 
short films, worked for television and run video workshops in high 
schools. Nowadays, he spends most of his time writing and has 
published novels in a wide range of genres – historical novels, 
thrillers, fantasy and science fiction – for a variety of publishing 
houses (Bayard, Hachette, Syros, Nathan and Fleuve Noir).
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MILAN

FICTION In Real Life, Tome 01 : 
Déconnexion
Maiwenn Alix / Matt Murphy

A world where everyone is constantly connected to and by 
the System. In magnificent waking dreams, people find a 
space of freedom. A brilliant teenage girl is taken by rebels to 
a world outside the network.

Key Features
• A French dystopia, the first tome of a trilogy

• A strong, convincing universe readers can enter thanks to the almost cinemato-
graphic descriptions

• A story that explores our powers of imagination and questions our alienation to 
digital networks

• Tome 2 forthcoming in June 2019, Tome 3 in Autumn 2019.

Contents
17-year-old Lani lives in a post-apocalyptic future. All humans are connected to the 
System, they communicate by telepathy thanks to a vast digital network and they 
work to regenerate damaged eco-systems. Like everyone else, Lani leads a double 
life: during the day in a small farming plantation, and at night in a waking dream 
where she faces other teenagers in a dream-building competition. If she wins the 
Tournament, she could escape the life she leads, leave the plantation and devote 
her life entirely to inventing waking dreams. 

Just as she is on the brink of winning the Dream Builders’ Tournament, Lani is kid-
napped by rebels who are opposed to a life connected to the System. With them, 
she discovers an unconnected world: emotions, feelings, questions… Is the System 
really the vector of peace she had always been led to believe? 

Author
Maiwenn Alix
Maiwenn Alix trained as an engineer. She’s one of those irritating 
people who switch from one passion to another – from the most 
classic to the most outlandish – with the changing seasons. But 
some things are permanent features: surfing, cooking, music and 
of course, writing. In Real Life - Déconnexion is her first novel. 
Today Maiwenn Alix lives in Casablanca, Morocco, but she often 
returns to her native Brittany or, for the last few years, to Geneva.

Illustrator
Matt Murphy
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BAYARD

FICTION Jeunesse éternelle
NATHALIE LE GENDRE / Beb-Deum

Lena, 16-year-old teenager has a rare brain disease : she for-
gets everything. She lives with Mary, an old woman who is 
taking care of her...

Key Features
• A text with punch whose two-voice construction creates a powerful sense of 
suspens.

• A novel that calls into question our society and its eternal request for youth.

• Nathalie Le Gendre has recieved many awards for her novels.

Contents
How far will people go to stay young forever?

16-year-old Lena is suffering from a cerebral illness that affects her memory: she 
forgets everything. Even Etaine’s visits, every Sunday for years.

One day, Etaine gives her a manuscript that might help her: it’s the diary of his sis-
ter, Shanel, who is also suffering from a strange sickness…

Some years earlier, Shanel was one of the few people who participated in "Eternal 
Youth", a top-secret scientific project to investigate ways of fighting against the 
effects of aging.

Eternal Youth is everyone’s dream … but at what price?

Author
NATHALIE LE GENDRE
Nathalie Le Gendre was born in 1970 in Brittany. She has published 
her first novel in 2003, entitled Dans les larmes de Gaia, which has 
been awarded by several prizes, Le Prix des Incorruptibles 
among them. Since then, she has written many novels published 
by Mango Jeunesse, Syros, Oskar editions. Jeunesse éternelle is 
her first novel published by Bayard.

Illustrator
Beb-Deum
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BAYARD

FICTION Les jumeaux de l'île rouge
BRIGITTE PESKINE / OLIVIER BALEZ

Madagascan twins, who were adopted sixteen years pre-
viously by a French couple, return to the island of their birth 
and discover their past.

Key Features
• A mainly epistolary novel, consisting of letters and emails exchanged between 
various protagonists.

• A deeply moving novel of initiation that evokes the importance of origins for 
every human being, the difficulties involved in adoption, racism and uprooting... all 
described with great sensitivity.

• A committed novel, the denunciation of the treatment reserved for twins in the 
Mananjary region lies at the heart of the tale. This is a genuine practice that has 
been denounced on several occasions by Unicef.

Contents
Cléa and Brice, Madagascan twins, were adopted at birth by a French couple. 
Sixteen years later, Brice is a well-balanced, happy lad; but Cléa is a school dro-
pout, keeps bad company and is convinced that the French are all racists. Her 
anger makes her parents so anxious that they decide, in a last effort to save Cléa 
from the rage that is eating away at her, to send the two teenagers to the island 
of Madagascar for the summer. Once there, they are recieved by Josépha, Cléa's 
grandmother, who formerly worked at the crèche in Tana, the island's capital., 
where Christine and Bernard came to get their children. It so happens that the 
circumstances of their abandonment have always been a mystery : Cléa and Brice 
were born in Mananjary, in the Antambahoaka region, where, according to custom, 
double births bring bad luck.

Author
BRIGITTE PESKINE
Initially a statistician at the INSEE for fifteen years, Brigitte Peskine 
branched off into writing in 1985 with Le ventriloque (Actes Sud), 
which was followed by a dozen novels. At the same time, she 
started writing for the children's market and has produced aver 
twenty-five novels for teenagers, published by l'Ecole des Loisirs, 
Hachette, Flammarion, Bayard... Many of her books deal with the 
subject of psychological, family or institutional mistreatment. 

Illustrator
OLIVIER BALEZ
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BAYARD

FICTION Juste de l'autre côté de la mer
Ingrid THOBOIS

A runaway brother and sister of Berber origin arrive in Tangier, 
where the “harragas” are risking their lives to get to Europe!

Key Features
• A novel that treats the subject of migrants with delicacy, poetry and sobriety.

• The fate of a brother and sister, exceptional teenagers

• An author whose style is visual and unique, admired by critics for her novels for 
young adults and adults

Contents
For the last ten years, every spring, Eric, the Parisian, spends a week in Morocco 
with a family he has come to love in the beautiful Dades valley. He shares times of 
friendship with Kenza and her 14-year-old twins, Mehdi and Lilia. Eric is a bit like the 
father the twins never had. But this year, Eric finds the atmosphere heavy. A new 
imam has arrived, and every event is a pretext to further reduce individual freedom 
and diffuse religious messages.

When the time comes for Eric to leave, he realises that Dades Valley is changing, 
and there is nothing he can do about it…

For the brother and sister, a long downward spiral begins. Lilia and Mehdi succeed 
in escaping and reaching Tangier, the port of all their hopes. Medhi has one idea in 
his head: “to cross the border” and the Strait of Gibraltar, to get to Europe, even if 
it costs him his life…

Author
Ingrid THOBOIS
Born in  Rouen in 1980, Ingrid Thobois has taught French in 
Afghanistan and worked as a foreign correspondent in  Iran 
and Haiti. She has been active in missions of development and 
observing elections in several countries  (Moldavia, Azerbaijan, 
Indonesia, etc.). She is also a novelist with several stories for 
children and adults to her credit, as well as poems. Her work has 
been published by Editions Rue du monde, Thierry Magnier, Le 
bec en l’air, Zulma, Phébus…
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BAYARD

FICTION Peppo
Séverine VIDAL

Pëppo leads a quiet, carefree life in a caravan at his uncle’s 
campsite. But when his sister disappears, he is dragged into 
an initiatory adventure that will transform his life forever.

Key Features
• By the author of Nos cœurs tordus, winner of the Gulli Prize 2017

• Out of the ordinary characters… quirky, funny and lovable.

• A learning experience.

• A feel-good book for early teens.

Contents
Pëppo isn’t just any schoolboy. Comfortable in his own little world, he lives a lazy 
life at his uncle’s dilapidated campsite.  

But his carefree existence is shattered when his big sister Frida runs away, leaving 
him to look after her one-year-old twins.

Pëppo is completely at sea, he hardly knows how to look after himself! How is he 
going to look after young children ?  

He has no choice but to take on the responsibility, and - in spite of himself - he is 
dragged into a human adventure that teaches him a great deal about life.

He becomes more mature, grows up, discovers friendship and love. The ordeal 
opens his eyes to the beauty of a world he had run away from so long ago, chan-
ging Pëppo deeply and durably.

Author
Séverine VIDAL
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies, 
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the 
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's 
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for 
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture 
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.
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Polish

BAYARD  

FICTION Le manoir

A new series from the pen of Evelyne Brisou-Pellen, a blue-
chip value in children's literature!

Key Features
• A renowned French author.

• A fascinating novel blends past and present, the everyday and the fantastic, and 
tales of love and friendship.

• An unforgettable universe, packed with great and original ideas and of course 
endearing characters.

Contents

Number of titles available : 6

Alisande et le Cercle de feu

Cléa et la porte des fantômes

La forteresse de l'oubli

Le Phare des brumes

Liam et la carte d'éternité

Nic et le pacte des démons
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BAYARD

FICTION Lever de rideau sur Terezin
CHRISTOPHE LAMBERT / DORIAN DANIELSEN

A Jewish playwright, deported to Terezin, is obliged to write a 
play for the authorities of the camp.

Key Features
• A thrilling historical novel, a page-turner written in cinematic style.

• A convincing immersion in terezin, a camp the Nazis tried to present as a town 
arranged by Germans to recieve the Jewish prisoners in decent conditions.

• A reflection on patronage and writing under constraint : the play Steiner wrote 
freatures Molière, who, in some of his plays, had to give in to the wishes of Louis 
XIV.

• Christophe Lambert's previous novel, Swing à Berlin, won many prizes (notably 
the Chronos and the NRP) and sold more than 12,000 copies.

Contents
November 1943. After months of hiding in Paris, in a tiny attic room, the famous 
Jewish playwright Victor Steiner was arrested and deported. Because of his fame, 
he was promised “special treatment”: he was sent to Czechoslovakia, to Terezín, 
a camp that looked like a little town… at first sight. It was every bit as violent as the 
other Nazi camps. But Steiner was surprised to discover a fan: an SS officer who 
commissioned a play. It had to be performed during the inspection visit by the 
international Red Cross, in Prague’s biggest theatre. Write for the Nazis? Steiner 
refuses. But he doesn’t have the choice, and the Resistance within the camp makes 
up his mind: this show could be the ideal moment for prisoners to escape …

A homage to art, freedom and friendship.

A suspenseful novel, followed by the play in five acts written by the main character.
Author
CHRISTOPHE LAMBERT
Christophe Lambert, fascinated by the cinema, has made several 
short films, worked for television  and run video workshops in 
high schools. Nowadays, he spends most of his time writing and  
has published novels in a wide range of genres historical novels, 
thrillers, fantasy and science fiction for a variety of publishing 
houses (Bayard, Hachette, Syros, Nathan and Fleuve Noir).

DORIAN DANIELSEN
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BAYARD

FICTION Quand vient l'orage
Marie-Hélène DELVAL

There are some legends that never die.

Key Features
• A novel with lots of atmosphere, where fantasy constantly encounters reality to 
create an effect of dramatic suspense.

• Highly visual, poetic and powerful descriptions : Marie-Hélène Delval has penned 
a little masterpiece of fantasy.

• An author who has already proved her great mastery of the fanstasy genre and 
terro : Les chats has sold 87 000 copies; Les dragons de Nalsara series a total of 
500 000.

Contents
What do you do when you have to spend your holidays stuck in a tiny mountain 
village with constantly squabbling parents and a nasty sprain that’s put you out 
of action? Antoine decides to take advantage of the situation to write a novel – a 
fantasy one, of course, as it’s his favourite genre! A local legend provides him with 
the beginning of his plot: the story of two horsemen who can be heard galloping 
on stormy nights, and of a mysterious young woman who has been dead for nine 
centuries, but who must nevertheless be protected… 

But one should be wary of stories that survive the passage of time… They some-
times have the power to bewitch sixteen-year-old boys, to the point of leading 
them down dangerous paths…

Marie-Hélène DELVAL
Marie-Hélène Delval has been editor-in-chief of several magazines 
for the very young (Les belles histoires, Pomme d'Api, and Popi), 
then literary director with Editions Bayard Jeunesse. The habit of 
reading stories for her children inspired her desire to write. Since 
then, she has been publishing novels for all ages in all genres, 
though she clearly prefers fantasy.
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BAYARD

FICTION Soul breakers
CHRISTOPHE LAMBERT

A sumptuous novel of initiation, at the junction of a road-trip 
full of twists and turns and a personal quest at the heart of 
human complexity.

Key Features
• A fascinating portrayal of America in the great depression of the 30s.

• The life of a young hero with nerves of steel, surrounded by a band of colorful 
and likeable friends.

Contents
USA, 1936. Persuaded that a group of shady characters on a fairground have stolen 
his sister Amy's soul during a mysterious puppet act, 15-year-old Teddy Gentliz 
chases them through the US. Between backbreaking jobs in the Grover's Mills coal 
mine and the slaughterhouses of chicago, the unforgettable meeting with the 
young poet Duca and pretty Mary Jane, and the threats orchestrated by the terrible 
Sirus, leader of the fairground... Teddy learns a profound lesson about his own soul.

Author
CHRISTOPHE LAMBERT
Christophe Lambert, fascinated by the cinema, has made several 
short films, worked for television and run video workshops in high 
schools. Nowadays, he spends most of his time writing and has 
published novels in a wide range of genres - historical novels, 
thrillers, fantasy, and science fiction - for a variety of publishing 
houses (Bayard, Hachette, Syros, Nathan, and Fleuve Noir).
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Basque, Castilian, Catalan, 
Chinese (Simplified), Danish, 
English (US), German, Hunga-
rian, Italian, Korean, Slovenian

BAYARD

FICTION Le temps des miracles
Alessandro Baronciani / Anne-Laure BONDOUX

Caught up in the turmoil of Caucasia, Koumaïl and his mother 
Gloria choose, in spite of all the dangers, to continue their 
journey towards a land that means hope, France.

Key Features
• A story of sacrifice, both present and eternal, but above all universal.

• Everything about this novel will win your heart !

• You'll adore expressions like "to catch a despair", the most imaginary landmarks 
on the pages of Blaise's green atlas, the myth of his birth.

• You will experience this novel like finding a treasure...

Contents
A tale of exile, hope, love, and survival in a war-torn land.

This is the story of 12-year-old Blaise Fortune, his arrival in France when the cus-
toms officers found him hiding in the back of a lorry at the Spanish border. The 
first year of his life in the Caucasus, living in mud, fear, war and poverty with Gloria 
Bohemia, to whom his mother had entrusted her baby. Glorias's heart is as big and 
deep as a lake. She has the gift of breathing magic into her life to make it more 
bearable. She has promised Blaise he'll see his mother again, and one day, he'll be 
happy.

The story of Blaise Fortune and Gloria Bohemia is irresistibly poignant. Anne Laure 
has found the right words to touch her readers deeply. A lesson in life, a fable.

Illustrator
Alessandro Baronciani

Author
Anne-Laure BONDOUX
Anne-Laure BONDOUX studied French literature and at the same 
time organized writing workshops for children with learning 
difficulties. In 1996, she joined the J’aime lire desk at Bayard Presse 
until 2000 when she decided to dedicate all her time to writing 
novels. In 2003, Les Larmes de l’assassin (The Killer’s Tears) was 
published. It has won more than 20 prizes so far the prestigious 
’Prix Sorcières’ at the Paris Book Fair and the ‘French Television’ 
Prize, among others. 
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MILAN

FICTION Tous les bruits du monde
Sigrid Baffert / Karolis Strautniekas

Calabria in 1905, a family affair and vengeance. Graziella, Bal-
dassare and Mila will learn to find their own way of life. Here 
is a story of exile, emancipation and liberty.

Key Features
• An adventure novel with the pace of a thriller and a touch of romance

• A historical novel and a story of initiation

• Powerful subjects: vengeance, exile, female emancipation …

Contents
16-year-old Graziella is pregnant by a young man who seduced her then abando-
ned her, and is now preparing to marry another girl. The year is 1905, the place is 
Calabria: here, you don’t defile a family’s honour without paying the price. Graziella 
must take vengeance. So she waits for her lover at the chapel door and fires a 
bullet into his heart. She knows she won’t go to prison for a long time – honour 
crimes are never severely punished – but even she doesn’t expect to be freed so 
soon: the great earthquake in the Strait of Messina brings down the walls of the 
prison. Graziella escapes with her big belly and her 14-year-old brother, Baldassare. 
They set off for France where they hope to find life more peaceful, and to join their 
older brother who left before them. They are two when they leave Italy, and three 
when they reach Marseille: little Mila was born on the boat. The baby is deaf, so, for 
the moment, oblivious to the sounds of the world around her. Their exile continues 
in the direction of Saint-Étienne, then Paris, danger always close on their heels - 
because nothing stops vengeance - someone is following their every step. Cesare, 
the young brother of the man Graziella killed, is now claiming "justice" in his turn…

Author
Sigrid Baffert
Born in 1972, Sigrid Baffert studied cinema and the theatre. While 
still a student, she was writing stories for children and songs like 
"Ballade pour une gardienne de prison" sung by Serge Reggiani. 
Today, she devotes all her time to writing and creation. 

Illustrator
Karolis Strautniekas


